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Abstract 

The COVID-19 pandemic has stressed the importance of efficient and 
accommodating online educational experiences. In this contribution, we present 
work-in-progress on the development of a novel system for facilitation of small 
group online discussions using an avatar during video conferencing. Four groups of 
eighth and ninth grades’ students interacted with the system, with and without avatar 
guidance. Our pilot study results show that students reported the avatar-guided 
learning to be more efficient, easier to follow, and inducing more engagement and 
active participation. Students also showed better understanding of the learned subject 
with the avatar guidance, as shown by the post-session questionnaires. This system 
shows promise in future online educational activities as a facilitator of discussions 
with K-12 students.  
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Introduction 
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, online learning environments for K-12 have not been a 
mainstream methodology. However, the pandemic has revealed the importance, as well as the 
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advantages and drawbacks of video conferencing technologies, as well as other social educational 
technologies. 

In this short paper, we introduce a system we developed and started testing during the 
pandemic. The system aims to facilitate small online group discussions during video 
conferencing. It introduces an avatar, a virtual agent, that guides the students through a learning 
module as well as facilitates group discussions. The content for the learning modules was created 
by teachers using an LMS (Learning Management System) we designed for this purpose. The 
students interact with the system through a dedicated website, which embeds a Zoom live video 
chat, a virtual agent and an interactive content area. 

In a pilot study, four groups interacted with the system. Each group completed two learning 
modules, one with the avatar guidance and one without guidance. Of the four groups, two groups 
of eight-grade students learned a science unit, and two groups of ninth-grade students learned a 
literature unit. Questionnaires assessing both the students’ experience with the system and their 
understanding of the learned material were administered after completing each module.  The 
system also computed speech detection and facial expression recognition in real-time. 

Our preliminary results show that: (i) the students preferred the avatar-guided module on all 
scales, e.g. they reported they listened more to their group members and learned more; (ii) they 
learned better with the avatar guidance and ;(iii) they engaged more in the discussion and actively 
participated more with the avatar guidance. 

This pilot study shows the promise of a new online system to promote students for better 
discussion skills and advancing their learning in an online environment, which is predicted to 
become more prevalent in the post COVID era. 

Related Work 
Small to the COVID-19 pandemic, online learning environments for K-12 have not been a 
mainstream methodology. However, the pandemic has revealed the importance, as well as the 
advantages and drawbacks of video conferencing technologies, as well as other social educational 
technologies. 

While on-line discussion forums have prospered in recent years (Chiu and Hew 2018; Pendry 
and Salvatore 2015; Yang et al. 2015), with artificial intelligence (AI) assisting in managing such 
forums (Goel and Joyner 2017), studies have shown that personal face-to-face interactions and 
discussions in small groups have their advantages (Chen and Chen 2015; Thomas and Thorpe 
2019). The question of scaling-up group facilitation is, thus, of prominent importance. Acquiring 
observational data during group activities is important to better understand the group dynamics 
(Vriesema and McCaslin 2020), and is easier when the facilitator is a virtual agent with full 
information. 

The appearance of virtual visual agents, avatars, has also initiated a wider usage of 
conversational and social aspects of interaction. While a face of a conversational agent has been 
shown to increase rapport and other participant-agent related measures (Shamekhi et al. 2018), it 
remains an open question of what educational benefits such an avatar presents. 
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Methods 

The System 

The system includes two web applications composed of multiple sub-systems. The first web 
application is an LMS (Learning Management System), which allows teachers and instructional 
designers to create learning modules containing interactive content. A module is composed of 
blocks, each containing content sections that either appear on the screen, e.g. multiple-choice 
questions, reading material; or delivered orally by the avatar. A block also contains several 
options allowing to prompt a facilitated discussion following the content delivery. 

The second web application, and the focus of this report, is the student-centered platform, with 
which the students interact. The application embeds (see Fig. 1:left): (a) a robotic avatar from 
SitePal.com; (b) a frame with the Zoom web API, that enables gallery view to see all the group 
members in a live chat, and; (c) an interactive content panel, displaying the content created in the 
LMS. 

 

 

Figure 1. Left: A screenshot of the system, with (left) a Zoom API, (right) SitePal.com robotic 
avatar and (bottom) interactive content panel displaying a passage followed by an open-ended 
question, and a text-box for typing the answer. Right: Results of a 5-point semantic differential 
scale on various questions after the activity with and without the avatar.  * p<0.05, Wilcoxon 
signed-ranked test. 

 
 
During a learning session, the students are individually presented with the interactive content 
created by the teacher in the LMS, followed by a group discussion facilitated by the avatar. A 
student can click on a "done" button in the interactive panel to inform the system a task is finished, 
so the learning session can continue to the next section. 

The system is equipped with perceptual sensors (Figure 2:left). Using face-api.js, a client-side 
facial expression recognition system was activated, that enabled real-time and continuous analysis 
of facial expression such as happy and angry. A sound volume-meter was activated on the client-
side, in order to detect speech in real-time. 
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Figure 2. System architecture and study flow. 
 

The avatar was programmed with behaviors that reflect group facilitation best practices. An expert 
group facilitator aided in formalizing the appropriate system behaviors, e.g. giving feedback and 
dealing with objections, which were then programmed into the avatar. Each behavior was 
formulated as trigger/event pairs. For example, personal feedback was formulated as: trigger – 
whether the system was in a state after a question with a discussion, and whether there is a student 
who has not yet received positive feedback. If the condition is met, the action will be performed 
at the end of the question / discussion in the form of a single positive feedback to the student, out 
of the following types: correct answer ("great job, David, you have answered correctly"), correct 
and quick answer ("great job, David, you answered correctly and fast"), participation in a 
discussion or answering a question ("thank you, David, for contributing to the discussion"). 
Another example is the behavior to initiate the discussion, by addressing students. Therefore, the 
trigger, for example, is if all the students answered wrong answers and a discussion begins; and 
the action is that the facilitator addresses the student who spoke the least. 

Participants 

The study was conducted on eighth and ninth grades students, in a single middle school. Out of 
the eighth-grade participant pool, 20 participants (12 males, 8 females) were recruited, but due to 
technical difficulties such as slow internet connection and lack of camera and/or microphone, only 
5 remained (3 males and 2 females). The participants were divided into 2 groups: (a) 3 participants 
(2 males and 1 female), (b) 2 participants (1 male and 1 female). The two groups each completed 
two learning modules in science (cell biology unit). 

Out of the ninth-grade participant pool, 15 participants (11 males and 4 females) were 
recruited. Due to similar technical difficulties, 9 students were excluded. The participants were 
divided into 2 groups: (a) 3 participants (3 males), (b) 3 participants (2 males and 1 female.) The 
two groups each completed two learning modules in literature. 

All participants' parents signed a consent form. The study was approved by the institutional 
IRB and the ministry of education. 

Conditions & Measures 

Each group interacted with the system twice, completing two learning modules – one facilitated 
by the avatar and one non-facilitated. 

While a learning module content stay the same whether the avatar is present or not, an avatar-
facilitated learning experience includes oral instructions, direct address to group members and 
various types of feedback given by the avatar, in addition to written instructions on the interactive 
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content panel. A non-facilitated learning experience includes written instructions only, and the 
avatar is not shown at all on the students’ screen. 

During the non-facilitated parts, we confirmed with each group that they indeed saw and 
understood the written instructions, e.g. start a discussion. However, we did not interfere or 
facilitate the discussion in any way. 

The study was designed to have two types of measures: subjective, self-report; and objective, 
perceptual. After each activity, each student filled two types of online questionnaires: the first 
was composed of eight 5-point semantic differential scale questions regarding the activity and 
two rating questions on a scale of 1-5 comparing the avatar-facilitated experience to the non-
facilitated experience, and the second was composed of four true/false questions based on the 
material covered in the learning module. Furthermore, the perceptual part of the system supplied 
information regarding when each student spoke and a continuous stream of facial expressions. 

Results 

Questionnaires 

Students reported (Figure 1:right) that the avatar-guided learning session was easier, induced a 
more efficient group interaction and collaboration, compared to the non-guided session. 
Furthermore, they reported to have listened more to their group members as well as expressing 
themselves more with the avatar guidance, compared to the non-guided session. Finally, the avatar 
was rated to be fascinating and easy to follow, and when asked to compare it directly to the non-
guided session, students reported that the avatar-guided session induced more effective learning 
and more group interaction. 

Learning 

Students interacting with the avatar answered more material-related questions correctly, 
compared to the a learning session without the avatar, Fig. 3:right-top. 

Dynamics 

An example of the continuous perceptual data can be seen in Fig. 3:left, where the avatar’s 
prompting was followed by more discussion, especially by the individual students it addressed. 
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Figure 3. Left: Dynamics of interaction, as measured by the volume of speech per participant. 
The avatar’s prompting is also presented. Right: mean over students per condition (error bars 
represent standard-deviation).  Top: Percent of correct answer (out of eight true/false questions), 
four after an avatar-guided session and four after a non-guided session. Middle: cumulative time 
of speech. Bottom: Cumulative time of happy expression. ** p<0.01, Wilcoxon signed-ranked 
test. 

Discussion and Conclusions 
This short paper introduces a work-in-progress of a novel system that facilitates small group on-
line discussion using video conferencing and group-facilitation best practices. The pilot study had 
several major limitations: The first is the large number of technical difficulties, which resulted in 
massive loss of participants. The second is that the first session was avatar-guided while the 
second was non-guided, introducing a confound of order effects. Finally, the small number of 
participants does not enable conclusions regarding generalizations. 

This study is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to have a fully autonomous virtual agent 
facilitating a small group discussion in school context, with curricular content. However, more 
studies, both in depth and in breadth, should be performed before any conclusions regarding the 
efficacy of the presented system can be determined.  Nevertheless, the pilot study results show 
the promise of this novel system as a facilitator of more effective and engaging discussions and 
more learning in an environment that is becoming more prevalent in the formal educational 
system. 
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